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The United States The major manifestation of American romantic painting was the Hudson River school,
which found its inspiration in the rugged wilderness of the northeastern United States.
ROMANTICISM - DHG Westmark
Martin Johnson Heade (August 11, 1819 â€“ September 4, 1904) was an American painter known for his salt
marsh landscapes, seascapes, and depictions of tropical birds (such as hummingbirds), as well as lotus
blossoms and other still lifes.His painting style and subject matter, while derived from the romanticism of the
time, are regarded by art historians as a significant departure from those of ...
Martin Johnson Heade - Wikipedia
Mimic (1982) typifies Wall's cinematographic style and according to art historian Michael Fried "characteristic
of Wall's engagement in his art of the 1980s with social issues". A 198 Ã— 226 cm. colour transparency, it
shows a white couple and an Asian man walking towards the camera. The sidewalk, flanked by parked cars
and residential and light-industrial buildings, suggests a North American ...
Jeff Wall - Wikipedia
Realismo frente a romanticismo y academicismo. Ya desde Ã©pocas anteriores se apreciaba un cansancio
de los valores romÃ¡nticos y el deseo, entre los artistas mÃ¡s inquietos, de incorporar las experiencias mÃ¡s
directas y objetivas en sus obras.
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